
Quantum
Stretto 

Tight corners and small 
spaces – no problem!
The Quantum Edge 3 Stretto is the narrowest power base 
on the market and a great choice for children, teenagers 
and smaller adults who are looking for reliability and 
manoverability.

iLevel empowers
Reaching Cooking

Self careWorking

 socialising

And so much more...



A true pediatric wheelchair. Although existing Quantum bases can accom-
modate pediatric seating, the narrow width of the Stretto® o�ers easy 

maneuvering that children and teenagers love. This kids wheelchair comes 
standard with a USB charger port and front and rear LED fender lights, so 

children can see and be seen. The Stretto® is available with 12.5” or 14” 
drive wheels and optional 12” of iLevel® power adjustable seat height.

In addition to its narrow width, the Edge 3 Stretto® is equipped with 
independent SRS (Smooth Ride Suspension), which o�ers increased 

shock absorption due to the angle of the shocks. Enjoy maximum 
obstacle climbing and increased overall comfort. With so many great 
features and benefits, the Stretto® is truly a milestone for pediatric 

power and the perfect child wheelchair choice!

Colour your Stretto

What is iLevel?
The world is not designed around seated height, and unfortunately wheelchair 
users for too long have been excluded from many everyday functional tasks and 
interactions beyond their physical reach. iLevel is a feature that can dramatically 
increase the quality of life for power chair users. From in the home to out in the 
community, a power elevating seat can help make life safer for users, make social 
interactions more fulfilling, and give people who use motorized wheelchairs access 
to common areas of their home.
iLevel feature is a revolutionary new power chair design for a better experience. iLevel from Quantum® improves daily 
functionality and quality of life by allowing operation of the power chair with the seat fully elevated while at speeds at 4.5 
mph.


